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The fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Photoshop CS4 


Fourteen lessons in Adobe Photoshop CS4 Classroom in a Book cover basic and advanced techniques in Adobe Photoshop, the world’s best image-editing software. Learn how to retouch digital photos, work with layers and masks, navigate the workspace, prepare images print, and explore the latest features. Tips, extra-credit exercises, and step-by-step lessons help you become more productive using Photoshop. 

Learn to correct and enhance digital photos, create image composites, transform images in perspective, and prepare images for print and the web. Combine images for extended depth of field, and try out the new 3D features in Adobe Photoshop CS4 Extended. 

“The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” —Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training

Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book or training program does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts.
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Java EE 7 First LookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover the new features of Java EE 7 and learn to put them together to build a large-scale application


	Overview

	
		Explore changes brought in by the Java EE 7 platform
	
		Master the new specifications that have been added in Java EE to develop applications without any hassle
	...
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Multiscale Modeling of Developmental Systems, Volume 81 (Current Topics in Developmental Biology)Academic Press, 2008

	Mathematical and computational biology is playing an increasingly important role in the biological sciences. This science brings forward unique challenges, many of which are, at the moment, beyond the theoretical techniques available. Developmental biology, due to its complexity, has lagged somewhat behind its sister disciplines (such as...
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Spy the Lie: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Detect DeceptionSt Martin Press, 2012

	THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	

	Three former CIA officers--among the world's foremost authorities on recognizing deceptive behavior--share their proven techniques for uncovering a lie

	

	Imagine how different your life would be if you could tell whether someone was lying or telling you the truth....
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The Joy of Clojure: Thinking the Clojure WayManning Publications, 2011

	
		The authors of this book have taken an ambitious and aggressive approach to teaching Clojure. You know how everyone loves to say they teach using the “drinking from a fire hydrant” method? Well, at times it feels like these guys are trying to shove that fire hydrant right up... let’s just say it’s a place...
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Do Elephants Jump? (An Imponderables Book)Collins, 2005
Ponder, if you will ... 
Where do you find fascinating explanations for a multitude of mysteries?
Why do pianos have 88 keys?
How does the hole get in the needle of a syringe?
Why is peanut butter sticky?
Pop culture guru David Feldman demystifies these questions and much more in Do Elephants...
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Inflammation, Advancing Age and Nutrition: Research and Clinical InterventionsAcademic Press, 2013

	The book provides a comprehensive overview to understanding the integrated impact of the concepts of cellular and molecular aspects, models, environmental factors, and lifestyle involved in premature aging. Additionally, it examines how functional food, dietary nutraceuticals or pharmacological compounds can reverse inflammation and premature...
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